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Interactive Physics (Belgium/ Holland)

Book + multimedia

Really collective
work

„social competences”
Does anybody understand it?

What is the „dead-line” for AC?
GK „Pstryczek: electricity is lethal



Interactive Physics (Belgium/ Holland)

Equipotential surface

Does is serve anything?
No, nothing. Only fun!

Komensky: tell some funny story
GK Ludic function in didactics
Emotional fixing of intelect

GK, J, Chojnacka What is the shape of Earth „ball”
Geography in School, 2011; Foton 2011



Modern Physics

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Balrett, 1996

Time dilatation: „drop an eye”
(in movement)



Black body

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Barlett, 1996

„resonant cavity”

I=σT 4

Stephan-Boltzmann
Experimental law

λmaxT=ε

Wien law
(experimental)

Rayleigh-Jeans

so small difference

and Planck’s
formula you will 
find in internet



Nuclear physics

Problem: lifetimes of nuclides change from second to billion 
years. Why so much?

G. Karwasz, Toruński po-ręcznik do fizyki. Part IV. Modern Physics and Astrophysics



because of Quantum Physics

α-decay is tunneling through a potential barrier

Probability of transmission depends
very strongly on barrier’s width

G. Karwasz, Toruński po-ręcznik do fizyki. Part IV. Modern Physics and Astrophysics

By the way, the wave does reflect also
from a well
Model: phet.colorado.edu



Look into detail

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Barlett, 1996

Uranium isotopes lifetime

Uranium 238U decay modes
Note low energy of γ-rays

Also plutonium has low γ-energies
But is extremely (chemically) poisonous



We may check it in excellent book
• CRC Handbook of Physics and Chemistry: 

a „Bibble” of the researcher

4.27 MeV

1.2 bln yrs

https://books.google.pl/books?redir_esc=y&id=c1rNBQAAQBAJ&q=nuclides#v=snippet&q=nuclides&f=false

β+



Excellent also in chemistry

https://books.google.pl/books?redir_esc=y&id=c1rNBQAAQBAJ&q=nuclides#v=snippet&q=nuclides&f=false



Open University: Introducing Science



Open University: Introducing Science



Reference to social sensitivity

Part I Climate changes



Tranversal competences

„walking” everage



Requiring only what was taught

Scientific notation

Systematic
error

How to make 
evaluation



Ilustrative, step-by-step, resolving doubts

http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/files/mech/sprezyny.jpg

Energy and LIght



Inter-disciplinary, involving

„Life in the Universe”

paleontology

climatology



Exotic, visible real pre-life

„Life in the Universe”

stromatolites
Western Australia

sandstone?
Glued with?

volcanic chimneys = lab of evolution

This series is available at IF UMK library

See also: Nick Lane, Life ascending



and now we move to astronomy

„Life in the Universe”

The most beautiful picture apart He lines

Many methods to search exo-planets



Earth’s shape and ocean tides

Kopernik: „why water stays
on (spherical) Earth?”

What is the shape of Earth?
„Geoid”? This us tautology

https://scijinks.gov/tides/

?

Why high tides occur on other side of Earth?

The shape is equi-potential surface of gravity
+ centrifugal potential

G, Karwasz, J. Chojnacka
Foton, 2011; Geografia w Szkole 2011



Demtröder: „Experimental Physics”

Why high tides occur on the
„other” side of Earth?

Center of revolution Moon-Earth
d = ¾ R

https://opencaching.pl/viewcache.php?cacheid=47297

These are both Earth and Moon
that rotate, every 28 days, around
the common center of mass
(that is 1700 km below Earth surface



„Experimental physics”

Why tops are flat or slim?

dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/files/mech/giro-en.html Domtröder, Experimental Physics

K. Służewski, G. Karwasz,
Fizyka i zabawki - wyjść poza fenomenologię.O żyroskopach, systemie słonecznym i momencie pędu,
Fizyka w Szkole, 3/2014, 25-32.
(wersja multimedialna)



Bands in semiconductors, and metals

where do they come from? 

In atoms we have only
well-defined levels



or, better, we should speak about orbitals

←1s, 2s, 2py, 2px

1s Ψ is non-zero
at r = 0

2s is made of layers



Regular (cubic system): NaCl

Układ regularny ściennie centrowany dla Cl- (zielone)
z jonami Na+ (szare) w lukach oktaedrycznych

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%B3l_kamienna
RNa+< RCl-



Why does salt dissolve so easy in water?

• Because NaCl is a ionic crystal.

• And why NaCl is a ionic crystal?

Why Na+ is so small on this picture?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionic_radius



Why Na is so big? And Na+ so small?

←1s, 2s, 2py, 2px

2s is made of layers

Because 2s in
hydrogen-like
atom is huge



Why gold does form so thin wires?

# 0.18μm
i.e. 2λred

American Museum of Natural History
https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/gold/incomparable-gold/gold-properties

1g → 2 km wire

Real-object evidence: practical application
& triggering interest



Where, on Earth, is that gold?

Obviously, we have infinity of printed Mendeleyev tables, but this one is a real object



or, better, we should speak about orbitals

Principle of visualisation (GK: neo-realism)
Three functions: fun, didacitcs and science

Small (relativistic) radius
for 6s electrons

„Gold has absorption from
2.4 eV, from 5d10→6s2

[Xe] 4f14 5d10 6s1

https://application.wiley-vch.de/books/sample/3527320296_c01.pdf

M. Concepción GImeno,
Chemistry of Gold, 2008



Electronic structure

• Electronic structure of atoms –

Periodic system of elements:

1) Electrons in an atom occupy positions starting 
from bottom 

Just opposite than pigeons (in Australia, but there 
also people walk with heads upside-down.)  

[Attention: just a joke]

http://www.karwasz.it/modern/australia.html
Sydney park, photo GK, 2004.

From: G. Karwasz, Introduction to chemistry and physics
of novel materials, 1st year of „Novel materials” UMK, 2009



Elektrony zajmują poziomy 
energetyczne od dołu

Arkadiusz Góral, Meandry Fizyki

Opis poniżej nie jest poprawny,
ale rysunek mniej więcej - tak:

- na niższych poziomach mieści 
się mniej elektronów, np. na 
1º orbicie (K) dwa: 1s2

2º orbicie (L) osiem 2s2p 6

3º orbicie (M) osiemnaście 3s2p6d10



Elektrony occupy energy levels
from bottom

Jak widać na zdjęciu obok, elektrony 
na określonej orbicie lokują się
kolejno na podpoziomach, 
np. na  3º orbicie  
- s2

- p6

- d10

Tours, Francja, XII 2005
[żart]



But in solids we have bands, not levels: 
where do they come from?

Bi Si

Charles Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, 8th ed. 2005



A crystal is a lattice of atoms

Sure, a solid is a lattice
of atoms, positioned
quite close (1 - 2 Å)

So, an electron „belongs”
to more than one atom

One should consider levels
at different distances

GK: „Didactics is finding difficulties in learning process, and solving them



So, how the energy changes with
distance?

• We could show it (see binding energies of atoms in a 
molecule)

• But we can also show E(k), where k is the wave vector
(p=ћk, and E=ћ2k2/2m)



Metal, insulators, semiconductors

Charles Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, 8th ed. 2005, p. 181

Au

Al



Fermi level, Fermi surface

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_surface

Figure 1. Fermi surface and 
electron momentum density 
of copper in the reduced 
zone schema measured 
with 2D ACAR.[6], i.e. with
positron-annihilation angular
spectra

https://arxiv.org/ftp/cond-mat/papers/0209/0209196.pdf



Fermi surface (wiki)



Fermi surface: experimental

Positron annihilation, de Haas – van Alphen effect
we will come back to that



Why do gold (and silver) reflect so well
light (in mirrors)?

# 0.050 μm
i.e. ~300 atomic layers

https://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/gold/incomparable-gold/gold-properties

See, to believe:
„neo-realism”



Why these Berlin windows are bluish?

The color of gold. Gold has an absorption beginning at 2.4 eV, attributed to a 
transition from the filled 5d band to the Fermi level (essentially the 6s band). It 
therefore reflects red and yellow light and strongly absorbs blue and violet. The 
analogous absorption for silver, however, lies in the ultraviolet, at around 3.7 eV.

[M. Concepción GImeno, Chemistry of Gold, 2008]

With the same term „Fermi level” we explain different phenomena

Observe the world:„neo-realism”

dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zab
awki1/files/optyka/
okulary-sun-en.html

dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki/files/optyka/wierza.html

(not gold here (TiN?), but the principle is similar



Kittel: Solid state physics

• Why gold is transparent and green in thin foils?

•

• Because alkali metals are transparent in UV

Berlin ash-tray with Au-nanodroplets
(object & photo GK)



Kittel: Solid state physics

Plasma resonant frequency

Plasma reflects EM radiation
So the ionosphere allows radio transmission in
short-wave range over the globe
Dielectric constant may be negative (or better: is
always complex number)
„plasmons” = collective oscillations of electrons



De Haas – van Alphen effect

is a quantum mechanical effect in which the magnetic 
susceptibility of a pure metal crystal oscillates as the 
intensity of the magnetic field B is increased. 

Even in wiki so little!



Einstein: this is experiment which verifies the validity of the theory
Karwasz: no valid experiment is posible without reading some theory before

„Landau – Lifshitz – Pitaevskij”



Conclusions (on books)

• Books present infinity of didactical and cognitive 
solutions

• Book, ordered on a shell is the quickest (apart from own 
brain) the source of information

• Reading a book brings usually unexpected surprises

• „Didactics” = searching of nodes in learning, can be 
beautifully executed by „random” comparison of books

• Do not hesitate to search in unknown sectors

• Some books, like „Feynman”, „Landau-Lifshitz-Pitaevski”
are classics, like Dante and Shakespeare

• Own library is a treasure, more than bank account

Thank you



Didactical conclusions (from books)

• Good books follow the principles of didactics, independently from 
their level: elementary or PhD

• First, attention of the student must be caught: for ex. 

by a „touchable” evidence, like shining gold

• The problem, must be explained step-by-step

• Obviously, one can say: „Principle of Pauli assures…” or „Fermi 
surface means…”

• But giving pictures, funny o colourful, for sure will fix better in 
memory.

• Teaching must be inter-disciplinary: from the structure of concrete in 
architecture to oyster shells and ceramics.

• Careful and constant observing of the world is essential for being
interdisciplinary (and interesting)

• And, last but first, teaching must be pleasant.
Thank you again


